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About This Game

Take role as a survivor in COLD CABLE: LIFESHIFT. After the Hope Garden ore mining started, a new sickness spread
trough the living: part of population exposed to it become monsters! Yea, and it's up to you to discover what's going on and most

important: how to fix that BIG problem.

Note: This game is in beta testing and under development. Buying it and leaving a constructive feedback will support this project.
Consider trying the demo version before buying.
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CCLS is a 3D First Person action-puzzle game, with survival elements, where you have to gather supplies, control radiation
level and shoot monsters on your way to reach the next level. If you want to play this game, get ready for the chaos.

What you're going to find in this game:

 Multiple Levels

 Unique Scripts
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 Horror Atmosphere

 Custom models and audio

Make sure your computer meet the minimum requirements. If not, please don't purchase this game.
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Title: Cold Cable: Lifeshift
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Matheus Medeiros
Publisher:
Matheus Medeiros
Franchise:
Lifeshift
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 2GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 5.0)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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cold cable lifeshift

Awesome MMORPG!!!. Great game, with an absolutely wonderful soundtrack. If you like bullet hell games, you'll love this!
The first couple stages aren't that bad at all, but once you get to stage 5 it gets real, man! You won't just be dodging bullets, but
dragons, birds, sharp metal objects, tiny metal objects, and... beams of light! I like being able to traverse the skies and find an
escape when things get super tough, and that's something you don't always get in games like this. Bosses are tough, buy as many
upgrades as you can, they will save you. Recommended! Great challenge at an affordable price!. This is a tablet ported Mahjong
themed puzzle/tile matching game. The core gameplay is Mahjong tile matching, with a few "powerups" that let you match tiles
you otherwise might not, and a simple "plot" involving, well, some woman hunting clues about some missing person.

While the game plays well enough, there's a very specific problem that stops me from recommending it. Mahjong tile matching
is possibly one of the most casual forms of gameplay known to gamers, and yet the developers here felt the best choice would be
to remove the casual nature by including flashing lights, powerups and beat-the-clock frantic tile matching action. One step
away from tile matching towards Unreal Tournament.

The inclusion of the time-crunch meter and the powerups is intended, of course, for the mobile versions of the game to include
microtransactions... yes, apparently the greed of soulless, morally vacant "developers" has gone low enough to add cash grabs to
tile matching.

It's sad to see the entire premise for a game being thrown out for the sake of "tabletification". Mobile gaming, much like
console gaming, demonstrably makes gaming worse, and this is a fine example of that.

Also, you can play Mahjong tile matching games for free online, so why pay for this?. Skin is beautiful. Really great game.
Unique RTS about a grey goo scenario. Might feel cheap when you play it, since it's super indie, but the guy did a great job and
it ends up being way more than the sum of its parts.. but wheres the content?. I only bought this since i was excited when i saw
the DLC for more content when it was released a while back. Bougt it on sale for half price. Since i am not rich, i have to say
that for the quantity of content, the price is still a bit too high, even at half price. Unfortunately i have played for more than two
hours so i can't refund. Took me 3-4 hours to get the 1st elevator level with all the golden skulls and beers and flags.

As for the quality of the content its quite allright with new powerups. Some need a master to get it right for a top10 time finish.
I think there weren't many buyers or players in this DLC since i saw around top 24 times only even with a hugely bad time. So
you still can get top 10 finishes in many levels. However i'm not sure if the top times resets every season, but if does, it would be
nice to consult the times of the older seasons. But i get it. It's better this way, so everyone has a shot at getting a top10 finish
eventually.

As for bang of the buck its a bit lower than i expected. I was hoping for about 10 more elevator levels of gameplay. But for
SEUM fans, i think it doesn't make any difference. You'll get it anyway if you have played everything on the regular game. I
was hoping to catch this DLC for a much lower price, than just half price, but i just bought since i knew i would play this
immediately. I wouldn't be complaining if i was rich xD

Steam sales are bad now, and it's pointless to wait for prices to drop even more, specially for DLC. And knowing only in 4
months time there'll be another sale. And it might not have a discount. Anyway DLC doesn't get bundled lately anyway. DLC is
the cash cow of every game now. With that said, you'll receive a very funny notification as soon as you start the game xD
That's one of the reasons i like the game so much :)

And this might be featured in a indie bundle soon outside of steam, with original game+dlc+ost, since prices on steam are a
ripoff joke. And probably for like a buck. Oh well.. It might take a year though. I'd be willing to wait a year if it showed up.

I got to know this game through the AGDQ speedrun. Chat was wild back then \\m\/ xD

And an additional note. Some players might spend a lot of time to get the top time. However i suspect some of these top1
finishes may be a bit cheated with a Lua script or some TAS bot commands to ensure getting the best time as possible.
Whatever .. ppl got no live.... Doesn't work for Windows 10. Hangs after loading screen. No forum help remedied. Very
unsatisfied customer here.. Just use Unity or Unreal 4. Honestly.
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The game literally takes 30 minutes or less to beat with all the achievements unlocked. The rest of the time is from trading card
grinding.

The only thing good about this game is the voice acting. Besides that, the cons are way too many to list.

Story:
The plot is too generic with no character development to move the plot forward, as the story takes place in a span of 5 days
(which takes 5-7 minutes to complete). The main character is kind of a creep and unlovable to a point he becomes really
annoying to you. There were too many instances that they forced the joke that the childhood friend can cook. It wasn't that
funny.

miscellaneous:
 It is impossible to shrink the screen as it is stuck on one size. The saving screen is kind of boring - shouldn't really an issue tbh.
Don't really need to save in this game besides the part you make your ONLY selection in the game.

I got this game on humble bundle for a dollar and I still wouldn't recommend claiming this game from that bundle. Just save the
key and use it during some chrono.gg event when they ask you for some free keys.. This DLC has some of the better images
available (in my opinion of course). The price seems fair for what you get.

Random comments:
"Elephant Herd" was not as hard as it looked.
All pros, no cons. It's hard to beat 3 bucks for a few good pictures!. Classic great game.. I love the game it looks great but you
will need to have a very high end p.c. to use all functions.. This game is terrible. Literally unplayable. Do not waste your money
on it. I was lucky and bought it on sale for 50 cents. It is not even worth that. The devs have vanished, if they were ever here in
the first place, and the publisher seems to put out a range of games that begin at "mediocre" and only get worse from there.. 0
keys/10
would definitely retreat because of no key again.. I bought the game in light of the Jim Sterling video and the glowing reviews.
However, I was soon disappointed by what, to me, was the dead feeling of the universe in general. The constant need to scan
things with no visual difference between the quality grades of each plant (weak, rare, strong, or diseased). Nor is there a
difference between the limited selection of plants you can scan, and those you cannot. The repetitive nature of play and the
sheer lack of packed content is both boring and bland. The constant need to scan takes up most of the gameplay and the space
combat leaves much to be desired.. this game will make you wanna break things
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